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INCLUDES CHAPTER ONE OF “KHENORIZ’S TALE”



The U.S. government had

planted the seeds for a new

kind of soldier as far back as

World War II. They watched

and they waited. Now, Sean

Miller finds out that experiments carried out on his

grandfather have made him

special and that he isn’t alone.

His life has now been forever altered. Can Sean and his

newfound friends stay one

step ahead of a power hungry secret organization and

an immortal madman from a

war long since over.

Utopia is the first installment

of the Gifted Series. A down

to earth super-heroic tale of

intrigue, conspiracy, action,

romance and much more...

“Superpowers? Government conspiracy? Invincible kid? Good stuff.” - David

Williams, Jukepop author.
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Read for free at

http://www.jukepop.com/home/read/2274
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From the Editor



	



Welcome to the debut issue of Warriors &amp; Wizards. This issue has

been almost a year in the making. From the very beginning this has been a

work of passion for myself and all those involved. We’re still finding our feet

and some departments may fall to the wayside as we progress into future

issues, but its our goal to bring you the most entertaining fantasy fiction and

the best articles we can deliver.

	

Fantasy fiction has always existed in one form or another from

Homer’s Odyssey to the works of Robert E. Howard, Edgar Rice Burroughs

and even H.G. Wells and Jules Verne. Perhaps the next J.K. Rowling, Robert

Jordan or George R.R. Martin will be discovered in our pages.

	

We will always focus on good stories and great content and will strive

to support indie authors and artists. We hope to be a market for all those that

may have not yet seen their work in print or for many overlooked self-published authors to gain exposure

and build their audience.

	

In this issue Jake Hyles gives us a historical look at Trolls in our Monster section. Katrina Thurber

wows us with a Did You Know featuring three of fantasies biggest franchises. Get your fill of the undead

with my first installment of “Khenoriz’s Tale” and Elisha Deogracias’ “From Dusk Til Dawn”, or revisit the

Arthurian legend with Tara Jadestone’s “The Royal Heir”, or enjoy reliving the 1980’s, with our Top 10

Fantasy Films of that era.

	

This magazine is the work of many months and I hope to see future issues brought to you sooner.

Our goal is to release one issue every three months. I’d like to give a big thank you to all of our contributors,

artists, writers, and anyone else that volunteered their talents or their time. Thank you.

	

So turn the page and enjoy the magazine.

	

									Best Wishes,

									Jeremy D. Hill - Editor-in-Chief

									mp3tradingpost@yahoo.com



Special thanks to those that donated

through kickstarter.

Anders M. Ytterdahl, Melody Rose Kydian, tbpartners.

retrovirusrecords, Kelly Felsted, Matthew Wolf,

Chandra Singh, James Christopher Hill, Stacy Psaros,

Jacob Carson, Ryan H., Elizabeth Gaines Johnston
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On The Cover



Khenoriz, the tragic



vampire knight wears

his ancient battle armor

and the crimson cloak

of the Red Brigade.

Read Chapter One of his

story on the next few

pages.



	



In a savage kingdom plagued by monsters and

murderous armies, there are but heroes few. One

such hero - the last of a race of barbarians and

mighty warriors - soon finds himself centre of a

blood feud and an ensuing great chase across the

lands. He must seek to discover an ancient power

with which he can battle a brutal king, so that

harmony might once more be restored to the realm.

This is a tale from the heady days of high adventure;

a tale of action, lust, intrigue, swords, sorcery and

spectacle. Prepare yourself as the demons descend,

as the Gods awaken, as the steel of earthly titans

clash and rouse the olden magic. Prepare yourself to

fight at the side of - The Last Barbarian.

The Last Barbarian by Kent Hill &amp; Craig Mullins is

an oldschool read very reminiscent of classic Conan

tales. If you like your barbarians brutal and your

wenches willing, then this is the book for you.



Featuring stunning Frazetta-like cover art by Brian

Leblanc https://brianleblancart.wordpress.com, the

book is available on Amazon in print and for the

kindle. Get it here. https://www.amazon.com/dp/

B00JTFFHWS



Follow Kent Hill on facebook https://www.facebook.

com/Kent-JW-Hill-800976609984613

For thousands of years, ancient vampire lords ruled the Night. Their

queen, the coldly beautiful, immortal, and all-powerful Lilith, ruled them

distantly, ignoring their squabbles over territory and victims. Then came

Vlad the Impaler, once history’s most bloodthirsty fiend, now reanimated

as an undead creature of the Night. Facing the vampire legions of the

brutish Vardalekos, the loathsome Viy, the diabolical Jhiang-Shi, the

monstrous Mmbyu, the cunning Erlik, and the seductive Nycea, Vlad

Dracula seeks out allies, be they undead or lycanthropic or mortal.

You’ve read Bram Stoker’s “Dracula”. Now see how Vlad the Impaler

fought and struggled to become Dracula, the King-Vampire. A part of THE

LEGEND OF DRACULA trilogy, this book is a collection of twenty short

stories about the infamous Count and his undead legions as he strives for

the ultimate goal—the throne of the supreme King of the Vampires!

Book One of The Legend of Dracula Trilogy can be purchased in print or

on Kindle here. https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00IWTUK2O
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Khenoriz’s Tale (Chapter One)

	

by Jeremy D. Hill



“Listen to me my rival,” Garidon said, motioning

Kenros to come closer, “The Empire will become

stronger now, no doubt, but be careful to keep

your will your own.”



	

The crowd multiplies in number as the bartender looks despairingly outside; it seems that a storm is

brewing which means he’ll have to be stuck here longer than usual. He sighs and looks at the exasperation of the

crowd, who has become mesmerized by the priest’s words.

	

“What a bunch of hogwash!” one of the older patrons scoffed.

	

“Shh, he’s getting to the good part!” interrupted one of the children who had stayed since the priest had

begun his tale.

	

“Hey, I know that this is a great story and everything, but there’s a storm outside,” the bartender warns

the rest of the tavern, “If you have somewhere to be, I suggest you leave soon before it gets any worse.”

	

Some of the crowd disperse and leave the tavern, but most of the people choose to stay, still attentively

listening to the story the priest has to offer.

	

“But the Sanzaran Empire was never that large. I just don’t believe it,” one of the older people tell the

priest, “And I know for a fact that the Red Brigade was a myth; not only the knightly order you speak of, but the

defiled creatures some say they became.”
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“You unbeliever!” the priest yells, which

surprises the crowd. “Do you not see the impact that

the Red Brigade has left on your society? On your

dreary isle? It is not a myth if you know where in

the shadows to cast your gaze. Your myths still walk

among you and you are but blind to them.”

	

The crowd begins to murmur while the

bartender hears a clap of thunder. It’s too late to

close up shop, and he would never manage to usher

everyone off, so he shrugs and continues to listen to

the priest’s tale.

***

	

“I condemn it all!”

	

Kenros slammed his fist on the table,

frustrated with the midwife’s report of his wife’s

passing while laboring to deliver his firstborn son.

He was shaken by the turn of events, but was even

more concerned about the upcoming conflict the

Red Brigade would likely have to face in the coming

days. He was flustered and confused, but he needed

to keep his composure in order to steady the morale

of the men under his command. He struggled to hold

back the tears as he asked the midwife to summon

his knights.

	

“I’ll summon the emperor’s troops,” the

midwife replied, and then scurried off.

	

“Thank you, madam,” Kenros whispered, his

voice cold and bereft of any noticeable emotion and

barely audible.

	

Kenros heard the cries of his newborn child

from the adjacent room and looked at the ground.

He noticed that the room was hotter than usual, but

he rationalized that it was because he still wore his

heavy armor. He paced around for what seemed like

hours before he heard his subordinates calling for

him. He finally took a moment to enter the adjacent

room and pray over his wife’s lifeless body; a silent

invocation to the god of life, Validur.

He was surprised to find his young daughter Ailena

at the side of the bed staring at her.

	

“Mother seems so tired,” Ailena clutched her

mother’s hand, “And she’s starting to become so

pale. Is it cold, father?”

	

Kenros didn’t have the heart to explain to

her the reality of what befell her mother. “Dear, your

mother is just… resting right now. Why don’t you

go upstairs and play with your things? You have a

brother now; give your mother some time to rest.”



	

Ailena smiled and jumped up to view the

baby, lying silent in his crib, but stopped and

frowned. “Are you heading out, father?”

	

“I have some things to attend to,” Kenros

replied, “I promise that once my duties are over

you’ll be the first person I return to.”

	

Ailena giggled as she waved goodbye to her

father and bounded out of the room. “Alright, I’ll see

you later, father!”

	

Kenros’ youth was spent eking out a living on

the streets. Being an orphan of war, he had spoiled

his daughter with whatever she desired. Now at six

years old, she finally had a sibling and Kenros had an

heir.

	

Kenros left the room and instructed the

midwife to speak with the priests of the temple to

properly inter his wife into the crypts below the

castle.

As he left the castle, he noticed a few of his knights

waiting for him.

	

“What is the status of the Brigade?” Kenros

asked them.

	

“We have currently relocated to the edge

of the River Ranyx,” the knight replied, “It will be

a decisive battle if we can draw the rebels to the

beaches.”

	

Kenros smiled. This was the news he was

hoping for.

	

“We’ve negotiated with the local merchants

in Nagnath,” another knight added, “They’ve

gathered some naval forces, sellswords mostly, that

will demolish everything in their sight. If only our

enemies would take the bait!”

	

“Sellswords? Pirates more likely; what are we

luring them with?” Kenros asked.

	

“Nagnath is a very affluent city,” the first

knight responded as he handed Kenros his horse’s

reins, “And a great trade center. We’ve stayed away

from it expecting the rebels to go for it, as it is fairly

undefended.”

	

Kenros nodded as he jumped on his horse

and headed to the woods. “How far is it to our

encampment?”

	

“We should arrive by sunrise,” One of the

knights looked at the sky; “I pray that your child was

delivered healthily.”

	

Kenros spurred his horse on and fell silent

as the echoes of the horses running were the only

sounds coming from the woods. He wondered what
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would happen of his newborn son, but he had to

press on to more important matters.

	

“May I never forget you, my love…” Kenros

whispered under his breath.



***

	

“And what happened next?” one of the children

ask the priest.

	

“…I’m afraid that you might be a bit disturbed

by it, young child,” the priest frowns.

	

The bartender hears a crash coming from

outside; the storm is finally here. He rushes to shutter

the windows and the crowd huddles towards the

center of the tavern. The bartender sighs and goes

back to washing mugs.

	

“Are you happy now?” the bartender asks,

agitated. “Now everyone’s stuck in here.”

***

	

Kenros and his knights entered the camp,

appalled at the sight of the aftermath of an

ambush; smoke and flames engulfed his personal

headquarters, and he could hear the groans of

soldiers who were injured.

	

“What happened here?” Kenros glanced

at the carnage. He saw his peaceful encampment

turned into a bloody wasteland, with parts of

soldiers strewn across the ground. He saw hundreds

of bodies, motionless from the surprise skirmish,

and shielded his face to block out the intense heat

emanating from the fires. He looked at a scribe, who

was busy scribbling on a scroll.

	

“You! I need a status report!” Kenros asked

angrily.

	

“O-of course milord,” the scribe stuttered,

“T-the enemy came a couple of hours ago w-while

our men were s-sle-sleeping and destroyed the

place. They killed most of the soldiers b-but left me

to tell you that t-they would ravage the rest of us if

we d-didn’t surrender to their demands.”

	

“And they think that by being animals they

could make the Red Brigade crumble?” Kenros shook

his fist in the air. “I swear on the death of my wife

that my troops will be avenged! How many able

bodied knights are present in the vicinity?”

	

“About two hundred, sir,” the scribe replied,

still writing in his scroll, “Thankfully most of the

knights were off scavenging for food when the

ambush started; they should be arriving soon.”
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Kenros was frustrated that his best men were

out on scavenger duty but relieved that he still had

some troops to command. It was a sore blow to lose

his rank and file, but his knights were the backbone

of his army. “I thank you for your patronage, young

scribe. May I ask to view the contents of your

writings?”

	

“But of course milord,” the scribe replied,

handing Kenros his scroll. As he looked at the

parchment, Kenros was shocked to see what had

transpired; in the dead of night while Kenros was

occupied with his son’s birth, the forces of the

Free State Brotherhood had learned of the troops’

location through a band of rogue pirates. While

everyone was sleeping, the Brotherhood took the

opportunity to launch an attack on the Red Brigade,

decimating most of the soldiers in the campground.

After pillaging the encampment, the Brotherhood

retreated somewhere near, waiting for their

chance to eliminate the rest of the soldiers and the

knighthood itself. At the end of the writings, Kenros

was surprised to find the location of his enemies

described near the end of the scroll.

	

“Who gave you these directions?” Kenros

asked, puzzled.

	

“T-the officers were l-laughing when they

gave those,” the scribe stuttered, “They wanted t-to

meet you…”

	

“Well, according to your writings, they

haven’t traveled very far,” Kenros looked around, “I

think what we need is to so something they least

expect.”

	

“B-but how are you going to d-do that

milord?” the scribe clutched at the returned scroll.

	

“Don’t you worry about this, my good man,”

Kenros reassured the scribe, “I will have this under

control.”

	

Kenros and the knights who accompanied

him set out to find the remaining knights as he

thought up a plan to defeat his enemies once and for

all.

	

“I pray that you aren’t serious,” one of

the knights asked Kenros as they left to find the

scavenging troops, “We are but a mere two hundred.

The Free State Brotherhood must be at least a

thousand strong. And they’ve even set up a location

as a trap; we would be fools to fall prey to them.”

	

“That would be a very unwise move,” Kenros

said, adjusting his reins, “Which is exactly why we



will proceed with this plan.”

	

“Have you gone mad?” the knight gasped.

“Has the death of your wife blinded you to common

sense? Going into enemy territory undermanned

would be suicidal at best!”

	

“And that is what they will be thinking,”

Kenros smiled, “They want to decimate the Red

Brigade, and liberate Drenheim from Sanzaran rule

and they will pounce at any opportunity to destroy

us and do just that. We should use that as our

advantage.”

	

“But how so?” the knight asked.

	

“Through negotiation,” Kenros said, focused

on finding the rest of his troops. “I’m going to

surrender to him.”



***

	

The crowd gasps in unison as a clap of thunder

shakes the tavern and some of the younger children

cower under the tables.

	

“I want my mommy!” one of the children says,

frightened. The bartender rolls his eyes.

	

“I told you, didn’t I?” the bartender frowns.

	

The entryway to the tavern flings open as the

bartender rushes to close it again.

	

“Blast it,” the bartender mutters utter his

breath, “The storm is going to break the door! Anyone

that can lend a hand please help me fix this now!”

	

A few of the adult men divert their attention

from the priest and help out with the bartender’s task.

They board a few of the windows shut and repair the

door to the tavern as best they can. As the bartender

wipes some sweat off his brow, he becomes annoyed at

the comments of the sudden dimness of the place.

	

“Perhaps you have some more candles?” the

priest asks, still focusing his attention on the awaiting

crowd.

	

“Let me check the cellar before it gets pitch

black,” the bartender says as he heads to the other

side of the tavern.

***

	

“Ha! Do my eyes deceive me? Has Emperor

Ferdanon’s lapdog and Master of the Red Banner, the

leader of the Red Brigade finally lost all hope?”

	

Kenros and a few of his noblest knights

were in shackles as they were escorted through the

enemy encampment. Kenros had allowed himself

to be captured as part of his plan, despite his fellow



knights protests.

	

“Sir Kenros Kinrose, a victim of foolish

strategy,” one of the rebel generals said, laughing as

he approached the knights.

	

“Sir Garidon, I should have known it was you,”

Kenros frowned, “You’re the only one with the gall to

do something as cowardly as an ambush! Do you not

remember your service to the Emperor?”

	

“Come off it, like you wouldn’t have done

the same,” Garidon raised a fist in the air, “I want

to prove to the Sanzarans that the Red Brigade is

nothing but a bunch of filthy vermin. The Emperor

was a fool to entrust such power to the knighthood,

making you judge and jury. Sanzara will not hold

sway on Drenheim. We will be a free state.”

	

“You… idiot!” Kenros snapped as he felt a

sharp pain in his chest; Garidon had punched him as

he fell down.

	

“Idiot you say?” Garidon became upset.

“If I recall, you were involved in the slaughter of

thousands during our darkest moments.”

	

“The battle of Pagus, you were there as well. I

did what I had to do,” Kenros said with remorse, “Let

me suffer for the crimes that you accuse them of, not

my men!”

	

“I really hope you burn, after all, you killed…”

Garidon could not get himself to finish the sentence.

	

“It doesn’t matter,” Kenros said, “I’m here to

negotiate with you about—”

	

“Doesn’t matter? Are you mad?” Garidon

gasped, reaching for the hilt of his sword. “It’s

because of you my wife and daughter perished

during our slaughter of Pagus.”

	

“I was not responsible for those!” Kenros

shouted. “You know as well as I do that the Empire

needed to bring Pagus back in line. The wizards

there held too much power to remain unchecked.”

	

“And countless innocents were burned

because of it,” Garidon spat at Kenros, looking down,

“Had I not been off with you sacking Pagus in the

name of the Emperor, I could have defended them.”

	

“I know you’re upset right now, but you

can stop this madness,” Kenros looked up, “No one

could have predicted that the wizards would send

assassins after our families. There’s always a spot

open for a former knight in the Red Brigade. The

Emperor would be ecstatic to have of his best men

in the Sanzaran empire fight for the advancement of

the kingdom once again! Please, you must consider
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